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Abstract - Video surveillance (observation) will be going through a massive variation in the most recent 
decade, and loads of research is experiencing around there. As Tracking of objects will be an essential 
portion of such frameworks, it gets essential to survey all state of art techniques & methods that exist to 
classification, detection of an object, & tracking for crowd analysis. This manuscript comprises of all 
models in the classified method. After object identification, classification is done to track that later. The 
Tracking of objects will be the technique to find the target in the following video frames. There are 
additionally a few difficulties in video observation that make it difficult like the object tracking on a few 
parameters such as problems of environment, illumination variation, pose variation, motion blur, matching 
of coordinates, & objects tracking, etc. Great characterization is deliberated for survey & complete review 
of all probable methods, so every perspective is subsequently enlightened in this article. 
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1. Introduction 

These days security necessities are expanding step by step, and human-based observation frameworks are 
insufficient to manage it. In this way, intelligent video observation frameworks become essential to have high 
security. The video observation frameworks that incorporate the detection of object & Tracking to execute security 
dimensions. Observation is examination and checking of activities &performance of doubtful objects for public 
security. The automatic video observations like in abnormal performance detection of objects & make economic 
advantage by saving currency on “human-based security frameworks.” As deliberated in numerous difficulties 
are associated with building up a video observation framework like illumination, issues of environment, motion 
blur, tracking a variety of an object, & occlusion, etc. & to execute tracking with these difficulties in real-time 
make tracking tedious.  

In general, the video observation framework includes two significant structure blocks, like motion estimation 
& detection. The detection of the object will be the initial step that is directly affected by background data. Since 
there will be relevant immaterial and repetitive data in video across time & space, video information should be 
compressed at initial in video observation applications.Pressure might be accomplished by limiting spatial and 
transient redundancies existing in the video. In previous days, video information is compacted by lessening frame 
size in video quality. 

The 2D symmetrical changes & motion compensation strategies are associated with late video coding 
principles to eliminate temporal & spatial redundancies. In the suggested strategy, 2D discrete cosine change is 
utilized for video compression due to its high energy compaction. The detection & estimation of motion is two 
main building parts of the video observation framework.  

In the detection of motion, the moving object will be recognized by removing the variations in object limits, 
though, in the estimation of motion, the motion vectors have registered to evaluate places of moving articles.  

The “optimal motion vector” is investigated by discovering the co-relocation of directions in reference outline 
for a block in the current frame. The optimal stream vector will be determined by utilizing the Horn-Schunck 
method for moving object recognition. Meanwhile, it assumes perfection in-stream over the entire picture outline; 
it will be more sensitive to noise. 
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The RLOF (Robust local optical flow feature tracking technique) has superb “long term feature tracking 
“execution, yet its computational intricacy is much as contrasted with KLT. The foundation deduction is the 
strategy for removing the closer view object for motion investigation in video observation. Non-stationary 
foundations and illumination variations are bottleneck issues in the background deduction strategy. 

Practically speaking, the worldwide imperatives of optical stream-based methods have disregarded those 
consequences in tracking error. In the majority of the foundation deduction strategies, trackers of objects have 
affected by foundation data, which prompts false detection. Moreover, an efficient classifier will be needed to 
segregate targets in cluttered conditions. To deal with these constraints, a new methodology is introduced in this 
manuscript that viably recognizes the objective in complex conditions without foundation impacts. The main 
commitments of this manuscript might be summarized as follows. 

(1) In compression of video, input video outlines have compressed by “2D discrete cosine change” with 
satisfactory blocking artifacts to decrease storage necessities.  

(2) In object discovery, the coordinating component focuses have determined by estimating the relationship 
coefficients among target template & compressed video edge.  

(3) Then “posterior probabilities” are figured, and the highest probability densities have evaluated by computing 
peak connection coefficients over the whole picture frame. These profoundly coordinating element points have 
limited dependent on the Bayesian standard. 

(4) Lastly, the coordinating element points have localized in progressive video outlines by inserting the most 
extreme probability densities over input outlines. 

This paper organized the techniques for crowd analysis, as section 2 describes the object detection methods; 
section 3 discusses the object classification methods, and object tracking methods are presented in section 4. 
Finally concluded in section. 

2. OBJECT DETECTION METHODS 

The detection of the object will be categorized as - Appearance-based & Motion-based object detection. The 
appearance-based techniques incorporate elements such as size, color, edge, & any other static elements. The 
motion-based techniques incorporate the acceleration, trajectory, velocity & direction of the object.  

2.1 Motion-based object detection 

Primarily, “motion-based techniques” have categorized as- “Pooling, Frame Differencing, and Optical Flow 
technique.” 

2.1.1. Pooling 

Region of interest pooling (also known as RoI pooling) is an operation widely used in object detection tasks 
using convolutional neural networks. For example, to detect multiple cars and pedestrians in a single image. Its 
purpose is to perform max pooling on inputs of non-uniform sizes to obtain fixed-size feature maps (e.g., 7×7). 

  There have few broadly utilized pooling technologies like- “Average pooling, Maximum pooling (also known 
as.” Max pooling) [14] 

2.1.2FD (Frame Differencing) 

The “Frame Differencing (FD)” will also be a picture subtraction technique like pooling. However, in this kind 
of tracking like variance among previous &current frames will be taken, represented in (Eq. 3 and Eq4).  

Eq (3) Foreground Pixel: │FC – FP│≥Threshold 

Eq (4) Background Pixel: │FC – FP│<Threshold 

Whereas, FP be previous frame& FC be the current frame. 

For good accuracy, the threshold must be active also adaptive to the background method. Grouping of FD 
&pooling might be used to identify the abnormal event  

2.1.3 Optical Flow technique 

The “optical flow technique” represents the movement pattern in the picture of 2 consecutive frames because of 
the removal of an item or envisioning gadget and shown in the form of the relocation vector field. These 
algorithms generally utilize frequency data, correlation, & gradient. As it deliberates total pixels, therefore, the 
optical flow will not be a better decision for real-time applications without any change.  

Many techniques utilized optical stream and attempted to improve it depend on suspicion that “grey values 
of pixel” does not modify whereas having “pixel displacement” from 1 to another point in sequential edges are 
shown below. 

Eq.(5)  I(x + a, y + b, t+1) = I(x, y ,t) 

Whereas I be image in 2 dimensions, a, b are “displacement in coordinates,” and x and y at time t. 

The “convolution of optical flow with gradient data outcomes” in development tracking  
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2.2 Appearance-based object detection 

Principally, the “appearance-based techniques” might be categorized as Feature   Extraction & Template 
Matching. 

2.2.1 Template matching 

It is an easy detection process & able to identify the static article in a group of frames. It takes picture parts 
recognized as a template that will be to look or identify. The single or group of templates might be taken after 
the next phase will be matching that incomplete template picture. After setting the threshold, corresponding 
standards are made. Whenever coordinated then, an imperative item is found. However, it develops delayed in 
the instance of a significant ROI. To make it secure as a framework is to be prepared with a large dataset of a 
specific item. 

2.2.2 Feature Extraction 

The “feature extraction (FE)” will be fundamentally the technique to take trademark data from picture & then 
show it in low dimensionality space. There are a few feature extraction strategies like deformable templates, 
Gabor highlights, Haar-like features, “unitary image transforms, Gabor features, speeded up Robust Features 
(SURF),” contour profiles, “SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) features,” Gradient features, Zernike 
moments, etc. The “local binary pattern (LBP) features” have utilized in “local feature extraction “dependent on 
the surface. The work used LBP for detection of face.  

3. Object Classification Methods 

The classification of the object will be the next phase after the detection of the object. An object is distinguished 
from other regarding4features - color, shape and size, motion &texture. 

3.1 Colour-based classification 

As it does not base upon the scale of pictures, size, &orientation, it offers many accurate outcomes than other 
techniques, however, with increment in “computational time.” It provides a wide range of object classifications. 
The color remains persistent—that why it will be simple to detect objects with support of color. Therefore, “color-
based histogram “might be used in “real-time applications like forest delineation,” whereas texture data will also 
be used.  

3.2 Size and shape-based classification 

This model takes low computational accuracy & time. The data concerning the shape will be gathered from the 
box around point, ROI, & blob. Therefore, it finds a particular blob, box in picture frames. It will not be 
appropriate for dynamic conditions& to identify internal movements. 

3.3 Motion-based classification 

This classification classifies objects on its velocity, acceleration, and few times variations in position. The 
computational time &accuracy will be enough; however, it is not appropriate for static objects.  

3.4 Texture-based classification 

The object might also be categorized by its texture. The texture knows the features of the surface. There will be 
different texture features based on that object are categorized like smoothness, roughness, coarseness, 
directionality, brightness change, contrast, etc. This kind of classification also needs many computations to 
provide accurate outcomes. 

4. Object Tracking Methods 

The Tracking of objects will be characterized as the way and direction of the object in picture plane through 
discovering & locating the place of the object in consequent frames. It provides area whereas the object lies in 
each frame. Then, the association will be attained among the placements of objects in different frames. The 
object will be tracked in 2 ways: back & forward tracking.  

In “forward tracking,” the position of the object will be assessed from before picture frames investigation 
after their division. It discovers the area of the object in every frame by any recognition technique. If recognition 
is in the form of a point, the translation will be attained as a trajectory. In “backtracking,” data about the 
placement of object &related areas attained in the past frame will be upgraded in each frame. After dividing the 
present frame into background, foreground, communication is built up with prior edges, utilized for handheld 
items. 

The Tracking will be commonly ordered into three sections: Kernel Tracking, Point Tracking, and 
“Silhouette-based object tracking.” 
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4.1 Point Tracking (PT) 

The PT is utilized, when the object will be provided as a point or group of points after the detection of an object, 
then to find those points in consequent frames. It will be hard to utilize it if there should arise an occurrence of 
an impediment because once the item is blocked, then it might result in “false detection.” The PT will be 
categorized into two kinds: Probabilistic or statistical & Deterministic techniques.  

4.1.1 Deterministic Method- 

This technique deliberates a few factors to found relation among the present & past frames. These factors [26] 
are - 

 Maximum velocity 

 Smooth motion 

 Common motion 

 Proximity 

 Proximal uniformity 

a) Rigidity  

These factors have not constrained to only the deterministic model. However, they might also be utilized with 
probabilistic methods. Then forming the factor communication between two frames it might also be protracted 
to several frames. Several factors might be taken in various frames to form a connection so that Tracking 
provides better outcomes.  

4.1.2 Probabilistic Method- 

These techniques take suspicions into deliberation through the Tracking. The calculation of state space will be 
done to analyse subsequent state based on the acceleration of object, position, &velocity. This technique might be 
categorized further based on the object that will be to be tracked –“Single and Multiple Object Tracking.” 

a) Single Object Tracking 

This kind of Tracking might be done with any of these techniques- 

I) Kalman Filter 

The “Kalman Filter (KF)” will be utilized to calculate unknown variables in the framework with more accuracy 
by examining the sequence of dimensions with noise in framework factors over time. Extended KF &Unscented 
KF have utilized in “nonlinear cases.” However, assessment is affected when there will be “high non-linearity.” 
KF might also track various objects by considering them as distinct. However, it will be a challenge to found 
better communication between different points. 

ii)Particle Filter 

As KF is only restricted to Gaussian variables & assess them very poorly. This difficulty is overwhelmed by 
“particle filtering.” The “particle filtering” as utilized in [29], might assess internal states from incomplete 
observations. Del Moral [33] created the name particle filtering in 1996. In this approach, without the requirement 
of expectations, it produces the samples from any kind of “probability density function (PDF),” named as” 
Importance sampling.” Then, these groups of examples with distinct values have signified as particles. Every 
particle comprises one group of values for every state variable [34]. Dark particle becomes extra weight [35]. 
However, weight collapse will be severe because of weight dissimilarity. It might be resolved over resampling.  

There are numerous resampling methods accessible like Residual, Multinomial, Systematic, and Stratified. This 
technique contains three steps [36]- 

b)Multiple Object Tracking The “multiple objects tracking” utilizing the statistical method needs numerous 
communications of diverse objects & state approximation. 

Traditional models are dependent on the “Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN) approach” [37, 38] that discovers 
better distribution from earlier tracks. It will be best, whereas observations have generated by the single target. 
However, there are probabilities of false recognition when various objects have near to each other. 

There are two models for manifold object tracking- 

i) Joint Probability Data Association Filter 

Better communication of points among numerous objects might be recognized when all are isolated; however, it 
will be tough to describe the communication among objects that are close to the neighborhood. The “Joint 
Probability Data Association Filter (JPDAF)” has an issue of combination. At close points, the probabilities of 
improper communication have more & even a particular inappropriate communication might lead to a framework 
failure. Therefore, proper data relationships among state & object assessment must be appropriately projected 
[39]. JPDAF works on a system of KF &based on probability assessment. As the JPDA technique enables 
upgrading of the track by the weighted sum of total explanations, indefinite situations of relationship are evaded. 
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ii) Multiple Hypothesis Tracking 

As observation frameworks need “multiple objects are tracking,” to found manifold communications among 
objects and their state to resolve information association difficult. For this persistence, “Multiple Hypothesis 
Tracking (MHT)” works as an alternative, utilized in [39, 40].  

In the “MHT tedious data association, “choices have postponed until much data is not received. MHT is 
categorized into 2methods: Track oriented MHT (TOMHT) & Hypothesis oriented MHT [42]. 

5. Conclusion 

This manuscript gives a summary of whole methods on classification, detection of an object, and tracking in video 
observation. This manuscript mainly concentrates on the working standards of the whole of these technologies. 
As the detection of object & Tracking handles with many difficulties. Each technique has its benefit; however, 
one specific model will be incapable of handling all difficulties alone.  

Therefore, it is essential to improve a technique to track an object that can track objects effectively &track 
object precisely& proficiently in regards to computation. As video observation will be on-demand, this manuscript 
is supported to know all fundamentals to plan a tracking method that adapts to different situations for crowd 
analysis. 
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